Ethics Olympiad
“The world has achieved brilliance without wisdom, power without conscience.
Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants.” Bradley Omar

Your school is invited to register to participate in the

2022 Australasian Ethics Olympiad

“The Ethics Olympiad makes an exciting and educationally important international experience integral to an academic competition incorporating
core elements of both the Ethics Bowl and the Philosothon, two innovative approaches to teaching ethics hugely popular with students,
and acclaimed widely by educators. I anticipate great success for the Ethics Olympiad.“
- Dr Rob Ladenson Founder of the US Ethics Bowl

What is an Ethics Olympiad?
During the day all students are involved in a series of Ethics Olympiad
heats where they are scored according to set criteria which rewards,
clear, concise, respectful discourse around interesting and challenging
ethical cases. The Ethics Olympiad will provide your students with a
unique and rewarding experience as they engage with other students in
a format that promotes civil, critical and collaborative discourse.
How does it work?

Senior School Ethics Olympiads
Dates- Senior School Ethics Olympiads are held throughout May each
year. The dates and cases are now available on the Ethics Olympiad
website. There will also be training clinics for schools interested in
developing skills before the event. Some dates are already full.

Middle School Ethics Olympiads
Dates- Middle School Ethics Olympiads are held throughout
November each year. The dates and cases are now available
on the Ethics Olympiad website. There will also be training
clinics available on the Ethics Olympiad website. for schools
interested in developing skills before the event.

Each school sends a team or two teams of five students (eth-letes). The
heats will be run simultaneously- with a common format. We will use
Zoom on the day. Students will have the chance to meet other students
Junior School Ethics Olympiads
from throughout Australasia. Coaches and eth-letes will receive
Dates - Tuesday 14th June 2022 (FULL)
training kits and age-appropriate ethical cases. On the day Tertiary
- Thursday 16th June 2022 (FULL) "A great competition, well organized and run.
specialists will be judging each heat although the first heat is a practice/
- Friday 17th June 2022
For a first time participant it could not have
been easier. Congratulations on an outstanding
- Tuesday 13th Sept 2022
preparation round. There will be a round robin format with each team
event. All my students liked it more than
- Thursday 15th Sept 2022
debating (Which was not expected). Many
taking turns to present and critique arguments. Please note, this is not a
thanks from Scots College."- Craig Morrison
debate as teams can agree with each other about the best ethical
Scots College Wellington NZ
outcome. All participating students will receive a certificate and the
winning schools in each regional will receive medals.

WWW.ETHICSOLYMPIAD.ORG

Sign up your school here: www.ethicsolympiad.org
ABN: 52 606 554 367 | Ethics Olympiad - PO BOX 116, Dernancourt SA 5075

The following feedback is not uncommon after the
event;
"Many of our students have said this is the most
meaningful extracurricular learning experience they
have had. It was incredible to watch the students
develop their ethical understanding and critical
thinking skills - the cases and questions were all
fantastic. I cannot recommend the Olympiad enough!!"
Aliesha Simmons -Selwyn School NZ Following the
Senior Ethics Olympiads in May 2021

"The students were engaged all day and by the end

We welcome any question you might have leading up to the event. Please check the website first in
case your question is addressed there. Further information can be found at www.ethicsolympiad.org
Email: admin@ethicsolympiad.org

WWW.ETHICSOLYMPIAD.ORG

were intellectually exhausted which I think is a huge
feat with these types of students! A few of the girls
stated that they enjoyed the competition more than the
da Vinci Decathlon as they could have their voice
heard. They liked the interaction with the other schools
and found the other teams respectful and clever. We
have just started teaching Philosophy in Year 5 this
year, linking with the PYP, and the girls were able to
use some of those skills today which was beneficial. A
thoroughly worthwhile day- many thanks to you and
your team." Kerrie Besgrove - Ravenswood School
for Girls NSW Following the Junior Ethics
Olympiad September 2021

